Two significant questions in cognitive and developmental science are first, whether objects and events are selected for attention based on their features (featural processing) or the configuration of their features (configural processing), and second, how these modes of processing develop. These questions have been addressed in part with experiments focused on infants' perception of faces, human body shapes, and biological motion of individual agents. Here, we investigate 4-and 10-month-old infants' (N = 192) attention to social motions, specifically to chasing-a ubiquitous, ancient, and fitness-relevant mode of interaction. We constructed computer-generated animations of chasing that had three properties: acceleration, high turning rates, and attraction (''heat-seeking''). In the first experiment we showed chasing side-by-side with a control display of inanimate, billiard-ball-like motions. Infants strongly preferred attending to chasing. In the next three studies, we systematically investigated the effect of each property in turn (acceleration, turning, and attraction) by showing a display of that property side-by-side with the control display. Infants preferentially attended to acceleration, and to attraction, but not to turning. If infants preferred chasing for its configuration, then the sum of the effect sizes of individual properties should be smaller than their combined effects. That is not what we found: instead, on three measures of visual behavior, the summed effects of individual properties equaled (or exceeded) that of chasing. Moreover, although attraction drew little attention and turning no attention at all, acceleration drew (nearly) as much attention as chasing. Our results thus provide evidence that infants preferred chasing because of its features, not its configuration.
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Introduction
Infants, like adults, actively scan their environments and select the objects and events they attend to (Bertenthal, 1993; Frankenhuis, Barrett, & Johnson, in press; New, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2007; Scholl, 2001; Turkewitz & Kenny, 1982) . Attention affects what information enters the mind for further processing, guiding both current action and learning that shapes future capacities (Gibson, 1988; Johnson, 2010) . Therefore, the cognitive sciences can benefit from a detailed understanding of attention allocation and its ontogeny.
Attending to living things, especially their goal-directed motions, is critical for survival. Here, we focus on chasingan ancient, ubiquitous, and fitness-relevant mode of interaction. For many animals, the outcome of a chase means the difference between life and death: a prey that escapes lives to flee another day, and a predator that catches prey fends off starvation for itself and its offspring. Hunting and scavenging, as well as avoiding predation, have been key to human survival for millions of years (Barrett, 
